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Unified theory of reversible target reactions
Noam Agmona) and Alexander V. Popovb)

Department of Physical Chemistry and the Fritz Haber Research Center, The Hebrew University,
Jerusalem 91904, Israel

~Received 3 April 2003; accepted 1 July 2003!

We discuss two fundamental reversible diffusion influenced reactions:~i! A1B
C and ~ii ! A
1B
C1D. In the pseudo-unimolecular case, we prove that reaction~i! is a special case of~ii !,
which thus constitutes a unified reversible problem of multiparticle kinetics. For static A and C~the
‘‘target’’ limit !, we suggest to treat this problem as follows. First we generalize the Smoluchowski
theory to reaction~ii !. In Laplace space, we combine this with a power-law theory, determining the
combination coefficient so that the unified theory reduces correctly in all known limits. We also
show how to rewrite it in the time domain, with the generalized Smoluchowski theory as the leading
term. Comparison with Brownian simulations shows near perfect agreement for both versions of our
theory under all conditions. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1603717#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Chemical reactions arereversible. Yet, traditionally the
study of diffusion influenced reactions has focused on ir
versible reactions,1

A1B→
k1

C. ~1.1!

In the pseudo-unimolecular limit, of uniformly distribute
B’s around A, the problem becomes tractable in the ‘‘targ
limit of static A. The motion of the B’s then decouples, a
this leads to the celebrated Smoluchowski theory,2–5 which is
exact in this limit. The kinetics here are characterized by
asymptoticexponentialdecay. If A also moves, its distance
to the various B molecules become correlated, and the p
lem becomes hard.6

The reversible problem is difficult even in the targ
limit, because now the backreaction couples the motion
the B particles in a nontrivial way. Moreover, while in th
irreversible case the nature of the product C is immate
~the process ends upon its formation!, it is important in the
reversible case. If the product of the forward bimolecu
reaction is a single molecule C, the backward-reaction w
be unimolecular, leading to the ‘‘ABC reaction’’

A1B�
kd

k1

C. ~1.2a!

However, if the product is a pair of molecules, the backwa
reaction will also be bimolecular

A1B�
k2

k1

C1D. ~1.2b!

We term this the ‘‘ABCD reaction.’’ It may depict, for ex
ample, group transfer (AB1C
A1BC) or excitation trans-
fer (A* 1B
A1B* ) in solution.

a!Author to whom all correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
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Both reaction types have been treated theoretically.7–31

These theoretical endeavors, which have intensified in re
years, involve various methods such as convolution appr
mations~CA!,7,9–11modified rate equation~MRE!,11 and bi-
molecular boundary condition~BBC!.12 The majority of the
theories are constructed from a small set of coupled pa
differential or integral equations, which hopefully mimic th
many-body dynamics. In the latter category are the integ
equation theory ~IET! and its modified version
~MET!,14,15,19,26,27,31the superposition approximation,8,11 its
enhanced version~ESA!,18,20 the more elaborate multipar
ticle kernel ~MPK! theories ~MPK1, MPK2, and
MPK3!,21–24 and, most recently, the self-consiste
relaxation-time approximation~SCRTA!.30 Such systematic
approaches are attractive, because they may be more e
extended to elaborate reaction schemes.

The CA and MRE involve extensions of the irreversib
solution. Consequently, they show asymptotic exponen
decay. This contrasts with the true asymptotic power-law
cay of reversible reactions.18,25The other theories have mor
in common with the geminate solution for thes
reactions,9,32–39in which the kinetics of a single A–B pair is
rigorously described by a single diffusion-type equation.
infinite space, the asymptotic behavior of a finite number
coupled diffusion equations ispower law. Such theories can
therefore give the correct asymptotic behavior in the reve
ible case, but then they do not reduce correctly in the ir
versible case, where the asymptotic decay is exponen
The exponential behavior is obtained by going to the th
modynamic limit,5 and is not likely to be reproduced by
finite number of diffusion equations. The extent of the pro
lem was revealed when accurate simulation results bec
available.

Simulations conducted in the last decade were all
voted to the ABC reaction, first in one dimension40,41 and
more recently in three dimensions.42–46 At first these were
used to establish the asymptotic behavior,18 which is cor-
rectly depicted by the ESA and later theories.~It went unno-
ticed that the earlier BBC also predicts the correct asymp

il:
0 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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6681J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 13, 1 October 2003 Reversible target reactions
ics. This is demonstrated in Appendix B!. However, the
intermediate-time behavior is not described correctly, and
theories fail near the irreversible limit and at high concent
tions.

For the ABC reaction this problem was remedied in t
MPK1 theory of Sung and Lee,21 who have substituted on
term in their equations by a Smoluchowski-type MRE ter
In Laplace space, their ‘‘diffusion factor function’’~defined
in the following! thus contained a mixture of exponential a
power-law terms. This resulted in uniform convergence
our simulation results over the whole parameter range
for all times.44

We have recently completed a series of many-part
simulations for the ABCD reaction in the pseud
unimolecular target limit.47 For the first time, it became pos
sible to test the various theories suggested for this reac
As demonstrated in Ref. 47, non of the available theories
uniform convergence properties. Some of them fail qu
miserably. The IET~and to a lesser extent, MET! are valid
only at very low concentrations. The MPK1 version for t
ABCD reaction~MPK1/ABCD! in Ref. 23, which was sup
posed to remedy this situation, is even worse in exhibit
asymptotic exponential decay. The recently proposed SC
performs considerably better, but it also fails near the ir
versible limit ~and at high concentrations!. It was suggested
in Sec. V of Ref. 30 that, for equal B and D diffusion coe
ficients (DB5DD), replacement of one term in the SCRT
solution by a MRE term might improve the theory as e
denced in the MPK1 case. We term this the modified SCR
~MSCRTA!. We conclude that it is presently difficult to a
rive at a uniformly converging theory in a systematic way,
starting from a reduced-dimensionality set of equations
motion.

Consequently, we adopt a practical approach toward
taining a theory with the desired convergence propert
First we note that~at least in the pseudo-unimolecular limi!
the ABC reaction is a special case of the ABCD react
~Sec. II and Appendix A!, and therefore both reaction
should be unified within one formalism. Somehow, this we
unnoticed in previous work. Therefore, the unified theo
should reduce to MPK1 in the appropriate limit. In Ref.
we achieved this simply by superimposing two MPK1 so
tions, producing a uniformly converging theory called t
generalized MPK1~GMPK1!. Nevertheless, the MSCRTA
was seen to be slightly better whenDB5DD .

In the present work, we obtain a new theory for t
unified reversible target~URT! problem, which reduces to
MSCRTA when DB5DD . We achieve this by combining
exponential and power-law theories. The exponential pa
obtained from a generalized Smoluchowski theory~GST!, as
derived in Sec. III. It corresponds to the ‘‘phenomenologi
rate equations’’ considered by several authors
DB5DD .14,15,17,19Using the exact solution for the gemina
ABCD reaction,39 we obtain explicit results for the gener
case thatDBÞDD .

Considering the power-law part of the theory, we fi
~Appendix B! that the linearized BBC is the simplest theo
producing the required power-law behavior. Thus we co
bine it with the GST to give the URT diffusion factor func
Downloaded 29 Sep 2003 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP
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tion. This leaves a linear coefficient to be determined, so
the URT reduces correctly to MPK1 and MSCRTA in th
appropriate limits~Sec. IV!. The theory is compared with
simulation results, both forDB5DD and forDBÞDD , show-
ing near-perfect agreement under all conditions.

II. THE UNIFIED REVERSIBLE TARGET PROBLEM

Consider a static spherical A particle of radiusr 5a ~the
‘‘contact radius’’! in three dimensions, which is surrounde
by mobile point particles B~diffusion constantDB[D1).
These are uniformly distributed in space from a concen
tion c1 . For the ABCD reaction~1.2b! there is also a uniform
concentrationc2 of point D particles~diffusion constantDD

[D2). When A and B collide~at r 5a) reaction occurs with
the rate constantk1 , producing a static C particle of the sam
radius a ~and a D particle in the ABCD case!. The back-
reaction occurs with a rate constantkd or k2 for the ABC or
ABCD reactions, respectively. TheDA5DC50 case consid-
ered here is called the ‘‘target limit.’’

We are interested in the time-dependence of the pr
ability, PA(t), that the A particle exists at timet. It decays
from an initial value of unity to the final equilibrium value
which for the ABCD reaction is

PA~`!5c2k2 /l, ~2.1!

wherel is the chemical-kinetic rate constant

l5c1k11c2k2 . ~2.2!

We note that by settingc2k25kd , Eq. ~2.1! reduces to the
corresponding equilibrium value of the ABC reaction

PA~`!51/~11c1Keq!, ~2.3!

whereKeq[k1 /kd .9

To see how this correspondence extends to the time
main, it is convenient to consider its normalized deviati
from equilibrium,

R~ t ![@PA~ t !2PA~`!#/@PA~0!2PA~`!#, ~2.4!

termed the ‘‘relaxation function.’’ Let us compare it
asymptotic long-time behavior for the two reactions. For t
pseudo-unimolecular ABCD reaction with static A/C

R~ t !;
k1 k2

l2 S c2

D1
3/21

c1

D2
3/2D 1

~4pt !3/2, ~2.5!

as obtained in Eq.~5.8! of Ref. 29. This asymptotic behavio
was shown to agree with our simulation results.47 For the
ABC reaction in the target limit,18

R~ t !;
Keq

~11c1Keq!
2

1

~4pD1t !3/2. ~2.6!

This asymptotic behavior agrees with simulations41,44 and
was also shown to be exact.25

We now note that Eq.~2.6! is obtained from Eq.~2.5!
when

D2⇒`, c2k2⇒kd . ~2.7!

Indeed, when D moves infinitely fast, the reverse reaction
Eq. ~1.2b! is in the reaction control limit. It then occurs wit
the fixed pseudo-unimolecular rate constantc2k2 , which we
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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can identify withkd . The irreversible case,kd50, then cor-
responds to eitherk250 or c250. In the latter case, the
geminate D particle formed by the forward reaction is
moved infinitely fast by diffusion, so that no backreacti
occurs. Evidently, in the opposite limit, when

D1⇒`, c1k1⇒kd , ~2.8!

B diffuses infinitely fast and the ABCD reaction reduces

C1D�
kd

k2

A. ~2.9!

Thus both tri-particle reaction channels are obtained as
cial limits of the four-particle ABCD reaction.

Appendix A gives a rigorous proof, starting from th
many-particle diffusion equations, that under the conditio
of Eq. ~2.7! the ABCD reaction reduces to the ABC case.
thus suffices to consider the general case, which is ABC

III. THE GENERALIZED SMOLUCHOWSKI THEORY

As a first step toward discussing many-body effects
reversible reactions, let us generalize the celebrated Sm
chowski theory2 from pseudo-unimolecular irreversible rea
tions to the reversible ABCD reaction. Commensurate w
our observation that the ABC reaction is a special case
ABCD, we will see that the GST reduces to the MRE11 under
the conditions in Eq.~2.7!. We will also show that the GST
provides a good approximation for the ABCD kinetics ne
the irreversible limit, but rapidly deteriorates away from
Nevertheless, it provides a short-time description which c
stitutes an essential ingredient of the general theory
Sec. IV.

A. Irreversible case

It is instructive to review first the irreversible case, wh
k250 in Eq. ~1.2b!. Smoluchowski suggested to extend t
rate equation approach via a time-dependent irreversible~irr!
rate function kirr,1(t). Thus for the pseudo-unimolecula
ABC reaction ~fixed c1) he has considered the followin
differential equation:

dPA~ t !/dt52c1kirr,1~ t !PA~ t !. ~3.1!

This may be easily solved as

PA~ t !5expF2c1E
0

t

kirr,1~ t8! dt8G . ~3.2!

For a static A particle one can show that this approach
actually exact.3,5 Whenk150 ~but k2Þ0) the indexes 1 and
2, as well as A and C, should be interchanged. These forw
and reverse reaction channels are denoted byi 51 and 2,
respectively.

The rate functionkirr, i(t) is calculated from the diffusive
flux, kipi(a,tueqi ), onto a sphere of radiusa, where initially
pi(r ,0ueqi )51 ~the initial equilibrium condition in statei is
designated to the right of the vertical bar!. Herepi(r ,t) de-
notes the solution of the single-particle diffusion equation
the A–B pair to be at distancer by time t, when a delta-
function sink term,kid(r 2a)/(4pa2), is imposed at their
contact distance. From this one obtains1,4
Downloaded 29 Sep 2003 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP
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kirr, i~ t !5kirr, i~`!@11a i V~m iAt !#, ~3.3!

wherei 51 or 2, and we have defined

kirr, i~`!5ki /~11a i !, ~3.4a!

m i5~11a i !/At i , ~3.4b!

a i5ki /kDi
, ~3.4c!

kDi
54pDia, ~3.4d!

t i5a2/Di , ~3.4e!

V~z![exp~z2!erfc~z!. ~3.4f!

erfc(z) is the complementary error function.
Quantities arising from the solution of diffusion equ

tions assume particularly simple forms in Laplace space.
note the Laplace transform of a functionf (t) by f̃ (s)
5*0

` exp(2st)f(t)dt. Then the transform of the irreversibl
rate-function becomes

s k̃irr, i~s!5ki /@11kigi~s!#, ~3.5!

where gi(s) is the Laplace transformed nonreactive Gre
function in three dimensions, i.e., for a diffusing pair initial
at contact, where areflectingboundary condition is imposed

gi~s!215kDi
~11Ast i !. ~3.6!

In the time domain,kirr, i(t) decays from its initial value,
ki , to ~the smaller! steady-state valuekirr, i(`). Concomi-
tantly, the survival probability in Eq.~3.2! decays ini-
tially faster than exponential, but ultimatelyPA(t)
;exp@2c1kirr,1(`)t#. In the reaction control limit, whenD1

→`, the effective rate coefficient reduces to the microsco
one andPA(t)5exp(2c1k1t).

This theory has been extended to the reversible A
reaction by modifying the rate equation~MRE! to read11

dPA~ t !/dt5kirr,1~ t !@2c1PA~ t !1~kd /k1!PC~ t !#. ~3.7!

The solution is given by the generalized irreversible~girr!
relaxation function

Rgirr,i~ t !5expS 2
ciki1kd

ki
E

0

t

kirr, i~ t8!dt8D ~3.8!

~with i 51), and this extends the irreversible case in E
~3.2!. The casei 52 corresponds to the C1B
A reaction
channel in Eq.~2.9!. The irr and girr relaxation functions ar
generalized in the following.

B. Reversible ABCD case

The Smoluchowski theory can be extended to the rev
ible ABCD reaction as follows. First, the rate-equation~3.1!
generalizes to

dPA~ t !/dt52c1krev,1~ t !PA~ t !1c2krev,2~ t !PC~ t !, ~3.9!

wherePA(t)1PC(t)51 and the concentrations of B and
(c1 and c2 , respectively! are fixed in the pseudo
unimolecular limit. Such a ‘‘phenomenological rate equ
tion’’ has been considered by several groups,14,15,17,19 but
mostly for the case thatD15D2 .
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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6683J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 13, 1 October 2003 Reversible target reactions
We suggest to obtain the reversible~rev! rate functions,
krev,i(t), from the solution of the diffusion equation for th
geminate ABCD reaction@e.g., Eq.~2.2! in Ref. 39# with the
initial condition:

p1~r 1,0ueq1!51, p2~r 2,0ueq1!50. ~3.10!

This gives the probability densities that the A–B reacta
are separated to distancer 1 and the C–D products are a
distancer 2 , denoted byp1(r 1 ,tueq1) andp2(r 2 ,tueq1), re-
spectively @Eqs. ~3.16! of Ref. 39#. Setting r 15r 25a in
these equations gives

kD1

krev,1~`!
@12p1~a ,tueq1!#

511
s2~12At2s1!

s12s2
V~s1At !

2
s1~12At2s2!

s12s2
V~s2At !, ~3.11a!

kD2

krev,1~`!
p2~a ,tueq1!511

s2~12At1s1!

s12s2
V~s1At !

2
s1~12At1s2!

s12s2
V~s2At !,

~3.11b!

where thes6 are ~real and positive! roots of a quadratic
equation38,39

2 s65m11m26A~m12m2!214a1a2 /At1t2. ~3.12!

m i , a i , t i , kDi
, andV(z) are already defined in Eqs.~3.4!,

whereas the constantskrev,i(`) are given by

krev,i~`!5ki /~11a11a2!. ~3.13!

The desired rate functions are subsequently calculate
the net reactive flux atr i5a. Thus in the forward direction
we have

krev,1~ t !5k1p1~a,tueq1!2k2p2~a,tueq1!. ~3.14!

Utilizing Eqs. ~3.11! for pi(a,tueq1), we find that

krev,1~ t !

krev,1~`!
511

1

s12s2
$@a1~12At2s2!

1a2~12At1s2!# s1 V~s2 At !

2@a1~12At2s1!1a2~12At1s1!#

3s2 V~s1 At !%. ~3.15!

Hencekrev,i(`)5 limt→`krev,i(t), and this is the reason fo
the notation in Eq.~3.13!. To obtainkrev,2(t), interchange the
indices 1 and 2 in Eq.~3.15!. Then, from its symmetry it is
clear that

krev,2~ t !5~k2 /k1! krev,1~ t !, ~3.16!

so that actually onlyonetime-dependent function determine
both rate functions. Ast varies from 0 tò , V(s6At) varies
from 1 to 0, and the right-hand side~rhs! of Eq. ~3.15! varies
Downloaded 29 Sep 2003 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP
s

as

from 11a11a2 to 1. Therefore,krev,i(t) decays from its
initial large value,ki , to the smaller long-time valueki /(1
1a11a2).

The generalization of the Smoluchowski time-depend
rate function in Eq.~3.15! is the main new result of this
section. Its Laplace transform has a rather simple look
form

s k̃rev,i~s!5ki /@11k1g1~s!1k2g2~s!#. ~3.17!

The latter expression has been previously obtained forD1

5D2 by Naumann and Molski in a more complex way@cf.
Eq. ~51! in Ref. 17#, without appreciating its consequences
the time domain. Evidently, whenkj50 ( j Þ i ) Eq. ~3.17!
reduces to the irreversible form in Eq.~3.5!. The addedgj (s)
term in the denominator makes it a quadratic polynomia
As, whose two roots are the2s6 in Eq. ~3.12!. In the time
domain, Eq.~3.15! of course also reduces correctly in th
irreversible case. To see thatkrev,1(t)→kirr,1(t), seta250, so
that s15m1 ands251/At2, leaving only the third term in
the curly braces on the rhs of Eq.~3.15!. In contrast,
krev,2(t)50 whenk250. Consequently Eq.~3.9! reduces to
the irreversible rate equation~3.1!.

As in the irreversible case~and because there is the sam
time-dependence for both rate functions!, the rate equation
~3.9! can be solved analytically in the time domain,

PA~ t !5@c2k21c1k1RGST~ t !#/l, ~3.18!

whereRGST(t) is the relaxation function

RGST~ t !5expF2~l/k1!E
0

t

krev,1~ t8! dt8G . ~3.19!

@See Eq.~2.4! for the general definition of a relaxatio
function.# At long times it is again exponential:RGST(t)
;exp@2lt/(11a11a2)#.

Figure 1 shows how the GST~dash-dot curve! compares
with our Brownian dynamics simulations47 for the pseudo-

FIG. 1. Kinetics of the ABCD reaction forD15D2 and unequal reaction
rate constants. Simulation data~circles! from Fig. 6 of Ref. 47. The param-
eters are c15c251023 Å 23, k154pa2(1000 Å/ns), D15D2

5200 Å2/ns, a55 Å while k2 varies as indicated. All the data are com
pared with GMPK1 and the URT~Sec. IV!, but with GST and SCRTA only
for the smallestk2 .
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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unimolecular ABCD reaction~with static A/C! near the irre-
versible limit ~the smallestk2 shown!. In this example,R(t)
decays nearly exponentially for three orders of magnitu
before eventually switching into the asymptotic power-la
behavior. This long-time power-law phase is not depic
correctly by the~asymptotically exponential! GST. For larger
k2 the GST is nearly unchanged~not shown!, while the simu-
lated behavior shows an increasingly dominant power-
phase, so that eventually the GST by itself becomes use
Nevertheless, by combining it with a power-law theory~Sec.
IV ! we will obtain an extremely accurate approximation ov
the whole time regime.

Finally, consider how the GST reduces for the reversi
ABC reaction. Under the conditions of Eq.~2.7!, we find that
krev,1(t)⇒kirr,1(t) as in the irreversible case. However, b
cause k2Þ0, krev,2(t) does not vanish. Rathe
c2krev,2(t)⇒(kd /k1)kirr,1(t). Consequently, Eq.~3.9! reduces
to the MRE in Eq.~3.7!, and its relaxation function~3.19! to
that in Eq.~3.8!. The present derivation shows why the MR
involves theirreversiblerate function, and that it constitute
an extension of the Smoluchowski approach to the revers
ABC reaction.

IV. UNIFORM THEORY OF REVERSIBLE TARGET
REACTIONS

We are now ready to present our uniformly convergi
theory for the unified reversible target problem~the URT!,
which interpolates between~short-time! exponential and
~long-time! power-law behaviors. It is convenient to prese
the results in terms of a ‘‘rate kernel’’ or its inverse~in
Laplace space!, the ‘‘diffusion factor function.’’ We begin
~Sec. IV A! by defining this function and giving its form fo
the GST and BBC~see Appendix B!. These are then com
bined linearly ~Sec. IV B!, with the coefficient determined
from the condition that this theory reduces to MPK1 wh
either D1→` or D2→`, and to the MSCRTA whenD1

5D2 . Finally ~Sec. IV C!, we show how to obtain the linea
combination in thetime domain, so that the GST become
the leading term in the relaxation function.

A. The diffusion factor function

We begin by generalizing the kinetic rate equations
the ABCD reaction by introducing a rate kernel,S(t). The
rate of change of the A-state population then obeys the
mally exact integral equation23

dPA~ t !/dt52c1k1E
0

t

S~ t2t!PA~t!dt

1c2k2E
0

t

S~ t2t!PC~t!dt. ~4.1!

From conservation of matter,PC(t)512PA(t). The rate
kernel contains memory effects due to the reversibility of
reaction and the effect of diffusion.

Consider now different approximations forS(t). The
simplest case isS(t)5d(t), when one obtains the chemic
kinetic equation for this reaction. In contrast, the pheno
enological rate equation~3.9! cannot be written in this form
unless we allow kernels that depend both ont andt2t, such
Downloaded 29 Sep 2003 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP
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that S(t,t2t)5@krev,i(t)/ki #d(t2t). In other cases, it is
preferable to consider the kernel in Laplace space.

By taking the Laplace transform of Eq.~4.1!, one gets

P̃A~s!5
PA~0!1c2k2S̃~s!/s

s1lS̃~s!
, ~4.2!

wherel is the chemical kinetic rate constant in Eq.~2.2!. We
now introduce the ‘‘diffusion factor function,’’F̃(s), as

F̃~s![S̃~s!21. ~4.3!

From Eq.~4.2!, the Laplace transform of the relaxation fun
tion defined in Eq.~2.4! becomes21–23

R̃~s!5
F̃~s!

sF̃~s!1l
. ~4.4!

This is valid for any value of 0<PA(0)<1, and for both
ABC and ABCD reactions.F̃(s) describes the effect of the
~many-body! diffusion process on the reaction. In the rea
tion control limit, D1→` andD2→`, one hasF̃(s)51 so
that R(t) decays exponentially:R(t)5exp(2lt). For the
geminate~gem! ABC reaction, the relaxation function ha
this form for the initially bound state withl5kd and
F̃gem(s)511k1g1(s).

In cases whereR(t) is known, one may calculateF̃(s)
from Eq. ~4.4!, namely

F̃~s!5
lR̃~s!

12s R̃~s!
. ~4.5!

This holds for the Smoluchowski theory~denoted irr!, the
MRE ~denoted girr!, and the GST.

Linear theories provide simple analytical expression
F̃(s).44 Thus the linearized BBC relaxation function for th
ABC reaction is

F̃~s!511k1kdg1~s!/l, ~4.6!

see Eq.~B9!. This expression differs fromF̃gem(s) by having
g1 multiplied by kd /l. It is common to the linearized
ESA,18 MPK1, and the SCRTA, and is responsible for the
correct asymptotics in Eq.~2.6!. While the other theories
contain additional term~s! in their F̃(s), the linearized BBC
has just this term. Thus Eq.~B5! provides the simplest dif-
fusion model leading to Eq.~4.6!. This equation is easily
extended~EBBC! to the ABCD case

F̃EBBC~s!511k1k2@c2 g1~s!1c1 g2~s!#/l. ~4.7!

Indeed, by the mapping in Eq.~2.7! it reduces to Eq.~4.6!,
while the complementary transformation in Eq.~2.8! pro-
duces the analogous result for reaction~2.9!. Equation~4.7!
also gives the correct asymptotics,29 see Eq.~2.5!.

B. The URT diffusion factor function

Our strategy is to expressF̃(s) as a linear combination
of power-law and exponential theories. For the pseu
unimolecular ABCD reaction in the target limit, the EBB
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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@Eq. ~4.7!# is the power-law part because it gives the corr
asymptotics, whereas the GST@Eqs.~3.15!, ~3.19!, and~4.5!#
provides the exponential part. Thus we postulate an exp
sion of the form

F̃~s!5F̃EBBC~s!1b @ F̃GST~s!21#. ~4.8!

The goal is then to find a plausible expression for the co
ficient b.

To achieve this goal we consider known limiting beha
iors. Expression~4.8! already possesses the correct sho
and long-time behavior, and reduces correctly in
reaction-control limit. Thus the first nontrivial limit is th
ABC reaction~which includes the irreversible limit as a sp
cial case!. In this limit, F̃EBBC(s) reduces to Eq.~4.6!, and
RGST(s) reduces toRgirr,1(s) in Eq. ~3.8!. For the ABC re-
action, Sung and Lee21 have suggested the MPK1 expressi

F̃~s!511
kd

l
k1g1~s!1

c1k1

l
@ F̃girr,1~s!21#, ~4.9!

which exhibits excellent agreement with our Brownian d
namics simulations.44 Comparison with Eq.~4.8! therefore
suggests that in the ABC limit, under the mapping~2.7!, b
should reduce toc1k1 /l. Similarly, for the mapping~2.8!,
b5c2k2 /l.

For the pseudo-unimolecular ABCD reaction we ha
suggested to generalize MPK1 to the GMPK1 expressio47

F̃~s!5F̃EBBC~s!1
c1k1

l
@ F̃girr,1~s!21#

1
c2k2

l
@ F̃girr,2~s!21#. ~4.10!

This we obtained by requiring that it reduces correctly
MPK1 when eitherD1→` or D2→`. The drawback of the
above expression is that it is built of two MRE relaxatio
functions, instead of the above-introduced GST relaxat
function.

A theory with similar structure is the SCRTA of Gopic
and Szabo.30 Correcting two printing errors in their Eq
~7.10! we find

F̃~s!5F̃EBBC~s!1
c1k1

l
k1g1S s1

l

F̃~0!
D

1
c2k2

l
k2g2S s1

l

F̃~0!
D . ~4.11!

@Specifically, k̂irr(s i) was replaced byk̂D(s i) and 1/(k f

1k r) was added before the summation sign there.# GMPK1
could be obtained from the above by substitutingF̃girr,i(s)
21 for eachkigi(s1l/F̃(0)) term. However, Gopich and
Szabo have not suggested to do so. Instead, they have
sidered the equal diffusivity case,D15D2 . In this case
g1(s)5g2(s)[g(s), so that Eq.~4.11! contains a single
shifted Green function
Downloaded 29 Sep 2003 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP
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F̃~s!5F̃EBBC~s!1~c1k1
21c2k2

2!gS s1
l

F̃~0!
D Y l,

~4.12!

@cf. Eq. ~7.13! in Ref. 30# with F̃EBBC(s)5k1k2(c1

1c2)g(s)/l. At the end of Sec. V in Ref. 30, it was sug
gested to substitute for (k11k2)g(s1l/F̃(0)) a term which
in our notations would beF̃GST(s)21. Consequently~this
equation does not appear explicitly in Ref. 30!:

F̃~s!5F̃EBBC~s!1
c1k1

21c2k2
2

~k11k2!l
@ F̃GST~s!21#. ~4.13!

We call it the modified SCRTA~MSCRTA! relation. Note
that although it is obtained from Eq.~4.12! using the same
logic by which GMPK1 can be obtained from the SCRT
Eq. ~4.10! does not reduce to Eq.~4.13! when D15D2 .
However, Eq.~4.13! has the same structure as Eq.~4.8! so it
may constitute its equal diffusivity limit.

Summarizing, there are several known limiting valu
for b,

b5c1k1 /l for D2→`,

b5c2k2 /l for D1→`, ~4.14!

b5~c1k1
21c2k2

2!/@~k11k2!l# for D15D2 ,

which could guide us in obtaining its general form. The si
plest expression which reduces correctly in these lim
would be

b5
c1k1 a11c2k2 a2

l~a11a2!
, ~4.15!

wherea i5ki /kDi
, see Eq.~3.4c!. Inserted in Eq.~4.8!, this

provides a unified theory for the kinetics of the pseud
unimolecular ABCD and ABC reactions in the target lim
which converges uniformly over the whole range of para
eters. In addition to the limiting cases in Eq.~4.14!, the b
factor has various limiting forms in symmetric and nonsy
metric cases, presented in Tables I and II, respectively.

Figure 1 shows that forD15D2 , when the URT~full
line! reduces to MSCRTA in Eq.~4.13!, it also gives the bes
agreement with our simulation data. It is considerably be
than SCRTA~dashed line! for small k2 , and slightly better
than GMPK1 ~dotted line! for large k2 . Note that we

TABLE I. Limiting values of theb factor, Eq.~4.15!, in symmetrical cases.

D15D2 c15c2 k15k2

D15D2
c1k1

21c2k2
2

l~k11k2!

k1
21k2

2

~k11k2!
2

1

2

c15c2
k1a11k2a2

~k11k2!~a11a2!

1

2

k15k2

c1a11c2a2

~c11c2!~a11a2!
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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do not show a comparison with older theories such as I
MET and MPK1/ABCD of Ref. 23, since they were show
in our earlier report to perform poorly.47

Figures 2 and 3 show new simulation data for uneq
diffusion coefficients. In Fig. 2~a! the SCRTA, GMPK1, and
URT are in close agreement, the latter showing slightly be
agreement with simulations. In Fig. 3~a!, GMPK1 and URT

TABLE II. Limiting values of theb factor in some nonsymmetrical case
~whenD2, c2, or k2 are either 0 or̀ !.

D2 c2 k2

0
c2k2

l

c1k1

l~a11a2!
1

`
c1k1

l

a2

a11a2
1

FIG. 2. Kinetics of the ABCD reaction for unequal diffusion coefficien
Simulation data ~circles, both panels! are for k1 /(4pa2)5500 and
k2 /(4pa2)51000 Å/ns, D15200 and D25100 Å2/ns, a55 Å, c1

51023 Å 23, while c2 varies as indicated.~a! Comparison is made with the
SCRTA, Eq.~4.11!, the GMPK1, Eq.~4.10!, the URT, Eqs.~4.8! and~4.15!.
The differences are small, SCRTA and GMPK1 being slightly above
below the URT, respectively.~b! The approximate URT, using Eq.~4.20! but

neglectingsDF̃(s) in its numerator. There is hardly any difference betwe
the approximate URT and its exact version in~a!.
Downloaded 29 Sep 2003 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP
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l

r

are in close agreement with the simulations, but SCRTA
viates from the simulated curves. Summarizing, GMPK1 a
URT are the only theories with uniform convergence prop
ties. The URT exhibits slightly better agreement with o
simulations, particularly in the equal diffusivity limit.

C. Transition from exponential to power-law behavior

The transition from exponential- to power-law kinetics
best appreciated in the time domain, rather than in Lapl
space. Since the dominant term at short times isRGST(t), we
ask whetherR(t) itself may be written as

R~ t !5RGST~ t !1DR~ t !, ~4.16!

whereDR(t) produces the long-time power-law asympto
ics. We can obtainDR̃(s) from Eqs.~4.4! and ~4.8! as fol-
lows.

Let us start by rewriting Eq.~4.8! in the form

F̃~s!5F̃GST~s!1DF̃~s!, ~4.17!

where evidently

DF̃~s!5~b21!F̃GST~s!1F̃EBBC~s!2b. ~4.18!

d

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 forD15200 andD2520 Å2/ns. a55 Å while other
parameters vary between line 1~line 2! as follows: c152•1023(1
31022) Å 23, c25131023(231022) Å 23, k1 /(4pa2)51000 ~100!
Å/ns, andk2 /(4pa2)5400 ~20! Å/ns. Here GMPK1, URT, and approxi
mate URT are nearly indistinguishable, whereas SCRTA deviates upwar
line 2, ~a!.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Inserting into Eq.~4.4! and writing (11x)21'12x for
x5DF̃/(l1sF̃GST), we obtain

R̃~s!'R̃GST~s!1DR̃~s!, ~4.19!

where

DR̃~s!5
l2sDF̃~s!

@l1sF̃GST~s!#2
DF̃~s!. ~4.20!

In practice, we find it possible to neglect thesDF̃(s) term in
the numerator, with excellent results. Doing so, and utiliz
Eqs.~3.6! and ~4.18!, we obtain the smalls limit

DR̃~s!;l21DF̃~s!;const2l22@c2a1k2~t1s!1/2

2c1a2k1~t2s!1/2#. ~4.21!

Inverting this Laplace transform gives the correct long-tim
behavior as in Eq.~2.5!.

Figures 2~b! and 3~b! show the approximate URT, Eqs
~4.16! and~4.20!, as bold lines. It is almost indistinguishab
from the URT, Eq.~4.8!, see Panels a. Panels b also show
two components of Eq.~4.16!, the GST andDR(t). The
exponential GST depicts the kinetics at short–intermed
times, when DR(t) takes over, leading to the ultimat
power-law asymptotics.

A similar result for the association–dissociation rea
tions ~1.2a! and ~2.9! can be obtained from Eqs.~4.16!–
~4.21! by taking the limits in Eqs.~2.7! and ~2.8!, respec-
tively. In this caseF̃GST becomesF̃girr,i , so thatF̃URT of Eq.
~4.8! reduces toF̃MPK1 . The relaxation function takes th
form R(s)'Rgirr,i(t)1DR(t), and these two componen
are depicted in Fig. 4. Their sum is almost indistinguisha
from bothRMPK1(t) and the simulation data.

V. CONCLUSION

Reversible bimolecular chemical reactions in soluti
are a complex many-body problem of diffusion theory. T
two fundamental reactions are the ABC associatio
dissociation reaction, and the ABCD exchange reaction.
have shown that both reactions may be treated within a
fied formalism, the ABCD being the more general case. T
construction of an approximate, yet accurate theory
many-particle pseudo-unimolecular reversible reactions
pends on a judicious procedure for mixing two types of th
ries, with exponential and power-law asymptotic behavio
The GST is the natural exponential theory for the revers
ABCD reaction. The extended BBC is the simplest theo
producing the required power-law behavior at long tim
Each theory performs well only in limiting situations. How
ever, when combined together they yield the best availa
theory for the URT problem, with uniform convergenc
properties over the whole parameters space.

Rather than performing the linear combination
Laplace space, within the diffusion factor functionF̃(s), we
can write it in the time domain with the GST as the leadi
term, see Eq.~4.16!. Initially the GST gives the correct de
scription because as long as each static A interacts only
the first-arriving B, the B particles areindependent, irrespec-
Downloaded 29 Sep 2003 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP
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tive of whether their kinetics is reversible or irreversible.PA

can then be written as a product due to all the equivalen
particles, and the rigorous derivation of the Smoluchow
theory is reproduced.3,5 Only when a second B particle ar
rives on the scene and competes with the first one for bind
do we expect thecoupledmany-particle dynamics to set i
and slow down the approach to equilibrium.

Therefore the second,DR, term on the rhs of Eq.~4.16!
can be understood as depicting the coupled part of the m
particle dynamics. This coupling gradually reduces to
mean-field scenario, in which one B particle is at cont
with A, while the remaining B’s have already achieved th
ultimate equilibrium distribution. At this time the ultimat
power-law asymptotics sets in. The two terms in Eq.~4.16!
thus show, explicitly, the transition from short-tim
exponential-like behavior to long time power-law decay, a
this allows one to calculate~numerically! the switching time.

It is nevertheless surprising that summation of these
terms in the time domain results in such a remarkable ag
ment with both Eq.~4.8! and the simulations. We anticipat
that this general structure of the solution may be valid ove
wider range of conditions than investigated herein, for e
ample, including A–B and C–D interactions and distanc
dependent sink terms.
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APPENDIX A: PROOF THAT ABC IS A SPECIAL CASE
OF ABCD

We now present a rigorous proof that the ABCD reacti
with infinitely fast diffusing D’s reduces to the ABC reaction
Let us begin with one A particle,NB B particles andND D
particles in the volumeV, whereNB1ND5N. The coordi-
nates of A are denotedrA , those of the B’s are$rBi

% i 51
NB and

for the D’s they are$rDj
% j 51

ND . Throughout the reaction, we
identify the particles by their coordinates irrespective of th
chemical identity. Thus if A is converted to C, its coordinat
are still denoted byrA . Likewise, when Bi becomes a D
particle, its coordinates are still denoted byrBi

.
The joint probability density for observing the initial a

rangement at timet with the aboveN11 coordinate vectors
is denoted byFA . Upon reaction between A and Bi , A be-
comes C. The joint probability density for observing the
particle at timet, with Bi being the extra D particle, is de
noted by FCi

. There areNB such functions, and they al
depend on the same set ofN11 coordinate vectors asFA .
Therefore, for brevity, we can suppress their dependence
these coordinates.

The various probability densities are coupled by t
chemical reaction in Eq.~1.2b!. Each A–Bi pair may react
with the rate functionW1(rBi

2rA) which depends on thei
relative separation. If a reaction occurs, a molecule C
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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formed at the location of A, and Bi assumes the properties o
a D molecule. In the reverse reaction this Bi can return to its
original identity via the sink termW2(rBi

2rA), in which
case the original particle arrangement is generated. Howe
if particle Dj participates in the reverse reaction, a new
rangement is generated in which Bi and Dj have been inter-
changed. Thus in general one should consider each m
scopic arrangement in whichNB out of N particles are
assigned the chemical identity of B while the remaining p
ticles are of type D. Consequently, there areN!/(NB!ND!)
FA functions andN!/((NB21)!(ND11)!) FC functions,
whose equations are linearly coupled.

We can reduce the number of coupled equations dram
cally and represent the state A with any B/D arrangemen
the same functionFA , by interchanging the coordinates o
Bi and Dj . Denote the interchange operator byIi j . The
equations can then be formally written as

]

]t
FA5FDALA1DB(

i 51

NB

LBi
1DD(

j 51

ND

LDj

2(
i 51

NB

W1~rBi
2rA!GFA1(

i 51

NB FW2~rBi
2rA!

1(
j 51

ND

Ii j W2~rDj
2rA!GFCi

, ~A1a!

]

]t
FCk

5FDCLA1DB (
iÞk51

NB

LBi
1DDS (

j 51

ND

LDj
1LBkD

2W2~rBk
2rA!2(

j 51

ND

W2~rDj
2rA!GFCk

1W1~rBk
2rA! FA . ~A1b!

Here LA , LB , and LD are the diffusion operators~Lapla-
cians! in the coordinates of the corresponding particles. T
number of coupled equations is much reduced, but they
come complicated by the interchange operator.

We now take the limit ofDD→`. This has the following
consequences:

~a! All the D particles become uniformly distributed i
the volumeV, with the probability density of 1/V per par-
ticle.

~b! Consequently, the dependence on the D-particle
ordinates can be factored out fromFA andFCk

, so that

FA~ t,rA ,$rBi
% i 51

NB ,$rDj
% j 51

ND !5V2ND f A~ t,rA ,$rBi
% i 51

NB !,
~A2a!

FCk
~ t,rA ,$rBi

% i 51
NB ,$rDj

% j 51
ND !

5V2ND21 f Ck
~ t,rA ,$rBi

% iÞk51
NB !. ~A2b!

~c! The diffusion terms proportional toDD vanish.
~d! The particle Bi converted to D by the forward reac

tion is equivalent to all other D’s, so that the particle e
change operator,Ii j , commutes with the sink termW2 . The
last term on the rhs of Eq.~A1a! thus becomes (ND

11)( i 51
NB W2(rBi

2rA)FCi
.
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~e! In Eq. ~A1b! we also integrate over the coordinat
of the converted B particle.

Consequently, Eq.~A1! takes the form

]

]t
f A5FDALA1DB(

i 51

NB

LBi
2(

i 51

NB

W1~rBi
2rA!G f A

1
ND11

V (
i 51

NB

W2~rBi
2rA! f Ci

, ~A3a!

]

]t
f Ck

5FDCLA1DB (
iÞk51

NB

LBi
2

ND11

V

3E
V
drBk

W2~rBk
2rA!G f Ck

1E
V
drBk

W1~rBk
2rA! f A . ~A3b!

In the thermodynamic limit,c25(ND11)/V. The space-
dependent dissociation sink term is thenWd(r )5c2W2(r ).
In the special case of a contact reaction treated in this pa
W2(r )5k2d(ur u2a)/(4pa2), Eq. ~A3! becomes the many
body equation for the ABC reaction13 when we identifykd

5c2k2 .

APPENDIX B: THE BIMOLECULAR
BOUNDARY CONDITION

This Appendix considers a prototypical power-la
theory for the ABC reaction, which is the simplest one po
sessing the correct asymptotic behavior. By linearizing it
the thermodynamic limit, we obtain the part of the diffusio
factor function which, after extension to the ABCD case,
combined in Sec. IV with the GST to produce the ultima
URT solution.

Recall the ‘‘backreaction’’ boundary condition~BC! for
the diffusion equation,32 which allows one to treat geminat
reversible diffusion-influenced reactions of the ABC type.
small modification turns it into a ‘‘bimolecular boundar
condition’’ ~BBC!, for depicting many-body effects on th
pseudo-unimolecular ABC reaction. The idea is to treat
binding state of A in a mean-field sense. It makes the
nonlinear. This theory was first discussed in Ref. 12, but
above-mentioned properties were not appreciated.

1. Discrete version

Assume that a static A is initially at the center of a lar
sphere of radiusR and available volumeV54p(R3

2a3)/3. (R is assumed to be sufficiently large so that B h
a negligible probability of traversing this distance during t
maximal time of interest.! Then a uniform distribution for a
given B molecule is

p~r ,0!51/V. ~B1!

For a concentrationc1 of B particles we haveN5c1V such
particles within the volumeV. Each particle obeys an iden
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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tical spherically symmetric diffusion equation in three d
mensions, ]p(r ,t)/]t5D1r 22(]/]r )r 2]p(r ,t)/]r , for its
probability density,p(r ,t).

The binding probability of any given B isP(* ,t)[1
2*a

R4pr 2p(r ,t)dr. The probability of having any of the
other N21 B’s bound is (N21)P(* ,t). Hence in a mean-
field sense a diffusing B sees a free A with the probabilit

f 512~N21!P~* ,t !. ~B2!

In the geminate limit,N51 and f reduces to 1. The sam
holds att50 because thenP(* ,0)50. The backreaction BC
for the overall reactive flux is modified by including th
factor f , namely

4pa2D1]p~r ,t !/]r ur 5a5k1f p~a,t !2kdP~* ,t !. ~B3!

The product f p(a,t) represents a bimolecular product
concentrations,@A#@B#, evaluated at the contact distanc
Hence the nomenclature ‘‘bimolecular boundary conditio
~BBC!. After solving the diffusion equation for the BBC, th
many-body binding probability is obtained as a sum over
equivalent particles, namely

PC~ t !5NP~* ,t !. ~B4!

The BBC is nonlinear, but this nonlinearity occurs only at t
‘‘gate’’ to the binding site. Therefore one can use numeri
methods for linear differential equations, such as the W
dows application for solving the spherically symmetric d
fusion problem~SSDP, ver. 2.65!.48 In addition to small time
steps, the nonlinearity requires a large number of spa
steps~over 1000!. This number may be reduced if the spat
steps are nonuniform: small nearr 5a, and increasing with
r . We check that the result is converged with respect to
finement of the temporal and spatial grids. Before propag
ing the dynamics for the uniform distribution in Eq.~B1! and
an outer reflecting BC atr 5R, we solve the problem for an
initial delta function at contact and an absorbing BC at
outer sphere, to verify that only a negligible fraction of t
initial population reaches it.

Results of the converged BBC solution are compa
with our simulations of the ABC reaction44 in Fig. 4. Agree-
ment is very good for largekd ~it coincides with the line
depicting MPK1!, where the power-law regime is extensiv
As kd decreases, the agreement deteriorates at interme
times. At long times it nevertheless gives the corr
asymptotic behavior. We prove this in the following.

2. BBC in the thermodynamic limit

The above-given formulation of the BBC is useful f
numerical calculations. For analytic investigation, it is pr
erable to consider it in the thermodynamic limit, whe
N→` and V→`, keeping N/V5c1 . In this limit, set
N21'N in Eq. ~B2!, so thatf 5PA(t). Denoting the den-
sity of B particles byr(r ,t)5Np(r ,t) and replacing the BC
by sink terms, we have
Downloaded 29 Sep 2003 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP
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]r~r ,t !

]t
5D1¹2r2

k1d~r 2a!

4pa2 PA~ t ! r~a,t !

1
kdd~r 2a!

4pa2
PC~ t !, ~B5a!

wherePA(t)1PC(t)51 and, initially,r(r ,0)5c1 . Since re-
action is introduced here via sink terms,]r(r ,t)/]r 50 at
both r 5a and r→`. By integrating Eq.~B5a! over space
we find that the kinetics of the bound fraction obeys

dPC~ t !/dt5k1PA~ t !r~a,t !2kdPC~ t !, ~B5b!

in agreement with Eq.~B3!.
Denoting byGi(r ,r 8,s) the Green function for three

dimensional diffusion~diffusion coefficientDi) outside a re-
flective sphere of radiusa, we find in Laplace space that

r̃~r ,s!5c1 /s2k1G1~r ,a,s!@ r̃~a,s!2PC~ t !r~ ã,t !]

1kdG1~r ,a,s!P̃C~s!,

sP̃C~s!5k1@ r̃~a,s!2PC~ t !r~ ã,t !] 2kdP̃C~s!. ~B6!

FIG. 4. Kinetics of the ABC reaction for different dissociation rate co
stants. Simulation data~circles, both panels! from Fig. 5 of Ref. 44. The
parameters~in dimensionless units! were c151, k15125, D151, a51
while kd varies as indicated. The BBC~a! works well far from the irrevers-
ible limit. Thus it is indistinguishable from MPK1 whenkd5500. We find
no difference between MPK1~a! and its corresponding approximation~b!
described in Sec. IV C.
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@We use the notationf (t )̃5 f̃ (s).] Expressingr̃(a,s) from
the first equation and substituting into the second, we ge

P̃C~s!5
k1@c1 /s2PC~ t !r~ ã,t)]

s@11k1g1~s!#1kd
, ~B7a!

r̃~a,s!5c1 /s2sg1~s!P̃C~s!, ~B7b!

wheregi(s)[Gi(a,a,s), see Eq.~3.6!.
These equations cannot be solved analytically, beca

they contain a Laplace transform of a product of two tim
dependent functions. However, near equilibrium this prod
simplifies. First, in the limit thatt→` or s→0, it becomes a

constant so thatPC(t)r(ã,t)5c1PC(`)/s, and Eq.~B7a! re-
duces to Eq.~2.3!. To obtain the long-time asymptotic ex
pansion of the relaxation function in Eq.~2.4!, we linearize
this factor as

PC~ t !r~ ã,t)'c1P̃C~s!1@ r̃~a,s!2c1 /s# PC~`!. ~B8!

This follows by neglecting the product of the deviations fro
equilibrium for these two functions. Inserting this and E
~B7b! into Eq. ~B7a! gives for the linearized BBC

R̃~s!5
l1k1kd g1~s!

l21s@l1k1kd g1~s!#

;l22 @l1a1kd~12Ast1!#. ~B9!

By inverting the small-s limit on the rhs, one obtains th
ubiquitous power-law asymptotics in Eq.~2.6!.
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